
From NIMBY to Neighbour 

1st 2nd

The Advisory Group, made up of people with lived
expertise of homelessness in each of three cities, will

support the development, implementation, and analysis
of the research

Partners & Collaborators

 

A productive exchange among
people experiencing homelessness,
law enforcement, and community
stakeholders.

Members of each group discuss
their perspective on the issues,
which we synthesize and share with
members of the other groups in a
serious of interviews.

Individuals are able to speak openly
and listen in a way that is safe and
appropriate for those who may not
otherwise have an opportunity to
engage in in-person dialogue.
Clarifies the nature and scope of
disagreements between groups,
while uncovering possibilities for
change

 What? 

How? 

Why? 

Interviewing key stakeholders:
people with lived experience of
homelessness; law enforcement,
social service. provides, business
and residential associations.

Understanding their perceptions
of homelessness, crime,
dangerousness, use of public
space, and interactions with law
enforcement.

  

 

Explores documentation produced over the last 10 years
pertaining to policy and planning, council minutes, public
resources, by-laws, and law enforcement strategies.
Uses this documentation to establish a spectrum of
official responses to homelessness in mid-sized Canadian
municipalities.
Situates Brantford, Cambridge, and Guelph along this
spectrum
Insights inform understandings of institutional responses
to homelessness.

3rd

Steph Howells
James Popham 

Ryan Broll
Alex Abramovich

 
 

Explores 5 years of newspaper articles from Brantford,
Cambridge and Guelph on topics related to
homelessness.
Explores how narratives differ between cities and over
time; the language used to communicate policies; and
how homelessness is framed in the media.
Sheds light on how citizens are informed of, and react to,
the official responses to homelessness identified in the
environmental scan.
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